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ON H�OLDER CONTINUITY OF SOLUTIONS OF ASECOND ORDER ONE UNIFORMLYDEGENERATING ELLIPTIC EQUATION
AbstractIn the present paper we investigate a model second order uniformly degen-erating elliptic equation for which the set of smooth functions is not dense incorresponding Sobolev weight space. The notation of W and H solutions areintroduced and the question on Holder continuity of these solutions is studied.

x1. IntroductionConsider in a unit circle B = fx : jxj < 1g of the Euclidean space R2 the degen-erating elliptic equation
Lu = 2X

i=1
@@xi
�! (x) @u@xi

� = 0; (1:1)
with the weight

! (x) =
8>><>>:

jxj��1 ; x1 > 0; x2 > 0;jxj�1 ; x1 < 0; x2 > 0;jxj��2 ; x1 < 0; x2 < 0; 0 < �i < 2; 0 < �i < 2jxj�2 ; x1 > 0; x2 < 0; i = 1; 2:
(1:2)

Introduce the classes of functions connected with equation (1.1). Assume
W (B;!) = nu : u 2W 11 (B) ; �u2 + jruj2�! 2 L1 (B)o ; (1:3)

where W 11 is a classic Sobolev space of functions, summable in B together with the�rst order generalized derivatives. We'll consider the set W (B;!) as the Sobolevweight space with the norm
kuk2W = Z

B

�u2 + jruj2�!dx:
Since !�1 2 L1 (B), then we can show (see [1]), that the spaceW (B;!) is complete.We'll denote by W0 (B;!) the closure of a set of functions from W (B;!) withcompact support in B. Let's determine the notation of solution.De�nition 1.1. The function u 2W (B;!) is said to be W -solution of equation

(1.1) if the integral identity Z
B
rur !dx = 0 (1:4)

is ful�lled on the test functions  2W0 (B;!).The set of smooth in B functions is not dense in the spaces W (B;!) andW0 (B;!) (see [1]).
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In this connection let's determine the spaces H (B;!) and H0 (B;!) as a closurein W (B;!) of the sets C1 (B) \W (B;!) and C10 (B), respectively.De�nition 1.2. The function u 2 H (B;!) is said to be H-solution of equation

(1.1), if the integral identity (1.4) is ful�lled on the test functions  2 H0 (B;!).The spacesW andH di�er in the following way (see [2], [3]). In order the functionu (x) belong to the Sobolev weight space H (B;!) it is necessary and su�cient theful�llment of the equality u(1) (0) = u(2) (0) ;where u(1) (0) ; u(2) (0) are limit values of u (x) in the origin of coordinates.In the paper [2] and [3] it is shown that there exist H-solutions and it is notW -solution. The aim is the question on Holder property of W -solutions and H-solutions of equation (1.1). In the paper [2] this question is investigated for theweight functions ! (x) = � jxj�� ; x1x2 > 0jxj� ; x1x2 < 0; 0 < � < 2: (1:5)
In the present paper this result is transferred on more general weight function.Let's formulate the basic results.Theorem 1. If the weight ! (x) satis�es condition (1.2), then H-solutions of

equation (1.1) are of Holder property in B, and W -solutions not being H-solutions

are discontinuous in the origin of coordinates and are of Holder property in B \fx : x1 � 0; x2 � 0g and B \ fx : x1 � 0; x2 � 0g.The analogous results in case of �1 = �2 = �1 = �2 = � was obtained in [2].The proof of this theorem is based on development of Mozer known iteration method(see [4]). The basic idea is the even continuation of solution relative to coordinatestraight lines in test functions. First, the test functions of such form were used inthe papers [5], [6]. In these papers an equation of form (1.1) was considered in thedomain D � Rn. Here it is assumed that the hyperplane � = fx : xn = 0g dividesthe domain D into two parts D(1) = D\fx : xn > 0g ; D(2) = D\fx : xn < 0g and
! (x) = � !1 (x) in D(1)!2 (x) in D(2) (1:6)

where each of even weight functions !i (x) ; i = 1; 2; relative to � satis�es Mak-enkhaupt A2-condition. The known result, obtained in [7] for equations in thedomain D � Rn with the weight ! 2 A2 asserts that the solutions are of Holderproperty in D, and for non-negative in Br � D solutions the Harnack inequalitysup
Br
u � const � inf

Br
u (1:7)

holds.Below for measurable set E � Rn it is assumed
! (E) = Z

E
! (x) dx: (1:8)

The additional restriction is that for the balls Br with the centers � for almost allx 2 Br at r � r0 it is ful�lled the inequality!1 (x)!1 (Br) � c !2 (x)!2 (Br) (1:9)



Proceedings of IMM of NAS of Azerbaijan [On H�older continuity of solutions...] 77with the constant c, not depending on r and x. In particular, in r0-neighbourhoodof � !1 (x) � c!2 (x) : (1:10)The following results are true [6].Theorem 2. If ! satis�es conditions (1.6) and (1.9), then the solutions of equa-

tion (1.1) are of H�older property in D, but Harnack inequality (1.7), in generally,

is not ful�lled.In particular, if !i (x) = jxj�i ; i = 1; 2; �1 6= �2; j�ij < n, then additionalcondition (1.9) is ful�lled and the solutions are of H�older property.
x2. Weight estimations of solution.Below Br = fx : jxj < rg ; 0 < r < 1 and

D(1) = B \ fx1 > 0; x2 > 0g ; D(2) = B \ fx : x1 < 0; x2 < 0g ; (2:1)
D(i)
r = D(i) \ fx : jxj < rg ; S(i)r = D(i) \ fx : jxj = rg ; i = 1; 2: (2:2)d� = ! (x) dx, where ! (x) is a weight from (1.2), d�i = !i (x) dx; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 andfor measurable set E � R it is assumedI

E
f (x) d�i = 1�i (E)

Z
E
fd�i:

Since, the weight functions !i (x) satisfy the Makenkhaupt A2-condition and they areeven relative to the coordinate straingt lines, then (see [7]) the Sobolev inequalities0B@ I
D(i)
r

j'j4 d�j
1CA

1=2
� Cr2 I

D(i)
r

jr'j2 d�j ; ' 2W0 (B;!) ; j = 1; 2; 3; 4: (2:3)
are true.Lemma 2.1. Any W -solution and H-solution of equation (1.1) are locally

bounded in B.Proof. Let the function u (x) be W -solution or H-solution of equation (1.1).Let's choose in (1.4) the test function
 (x) = u (x) ju (x)j�1 �2 (x) ;  � 1; � 2 C10 (Br) ; 12 � r < 1:

After simple estimations we'll get the inequalityZ
Br

jruj2 juj�1 �2d� � CZ
Br

juj+1 jr�j2 d�:
Since C1!1 (Br) � !2 (Br) � C2!1 (Br), at 12 � r < 1, then from Sobolev inequality(2.3) we have 0@Z

Br

juj2(+1) �4d�
1A1=2 � C ( + 1)2 I

Br

juj+1 jr�j2 d�: (2:4)
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Let's integrate this inequality. For i = 0; 1; ::: and r < � < 1 we'll choose thesequence of the cicles Bri , where ri = r+2�i (�� r) and assume  +1 = �i = 2i+1.Let's apply inequality (2.4), taking the patch function � 2 C10 (Bri) ; � (x) = 1 inBri+1 ; jr�j � c � 2i (�� r)�1. If denote

�i = I
Bri

juj�i d�i;
we'll obtain the recurrent relation

�i+1 � c � 16i� ��� r
�4�2

i :
From it by the induction

�i � c2i � 162i � ��� r
�2i+2�2i0 :

Therefore
sup
Br
u2 (x) = lim

i!1
�1=�i
i � C�4(�� r)4�0 = C�4(�� r)4

I
B�

u2d�;
that implies the required assertion. The lemma is proved.

x3. The integral estimations in D(1) and D(2).Note that if u (x) isW -solution or H-solution of equation (1.1), then the function� (x) = ju (x)j1+" for any " > 0 is non-negative bounded sub-solution, i.e., it satis�esthe inequality Z
B

r� � r !dx � 0 (3:1)
on non-negative test functions  (x) from the corresponding weight space(W0 (B;!)) or H0 (B;!).Below Br; r � R we'll denote open circles with the center on the arcs S(i)R ; i =1; 2; 3; 4 of su�cient small radius r and D(i)

r = Br \D(i). The considered circles canintersect only one coordinate line which for determinancy we'll assume coincidentwith � = fx : x2 = 0g. The even continuation of the function f from D(1) relativeto the line � we'll denote by ~f and everywhere further
� (x) = ju (x)j1+" +R� ; � > 0; � 2 C10 (Br) is a patch function (3:2)

We'll determine the constant � later, and we'll choose the patch function radiallysymmetric relative to the center of the circle Br, so
� (~x) � � (x) at ~x 2 D(3)

r ;where ~x = (x1;�x2) (3:3)
Besides, without loss of generality we'll assume
R� < � (x) � 1 in the neighbourhood of the origin of coordinates (3:4)
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r and D(3)

r in case, when D(4)
r 6= ? and our next aim is to prove the followingassertion. Let

�0 = min��2 + �12 ; �1 + �22
� and 0 < � < �0 (3:5)

Theorem 3.1. If condition (3.5) is ful�lled, then there exist the positive con-

stants C1 and C2, not depending on �; � and r such that at ful�llment of the

condition 1 �  � C1R���0 (3:6)
for any 0 < � < r the inequality0BB@ Z

D(1)
�

�2(+1)d�1
1CCA

1=2
� C2 ( + 1)2� rr � �

�2 I
D(1)
r

�+1d�1; (3:7)
0B@ Z
D(3)
r

�2(+1)d�3
1CA

1=2
� C2 ( + 1)2� rr � �

�2 I
D(3)
r

�+1d�3 (3:8)
is true.The proof of this theorem which we'll conduct only in D(i)

r is based on someauxiliary estimations. Let's remind that for the considered circles Br, r � R withthe center on S(1)R the intersection Br \ D(2) is empty and by the accepted earlieragreement Br can intersect only D(3)
r . Assuming

Gr = D(4)
r \ fx : � (x) > ~� (x)g ;

let's note, that !2 (x) � 4�1+�2R2(�1+�2)!1 (x) at x 2 Br: (3:9)Lemma 3.1. For any  � 1 the inequality

Z
D(1)
r

jr�j2 ��1�2d�1 � C3
0@Z
Gr

jr�j2 ~��1�2d�2+

+ Z
D(1)
r

�+1 jr�j2 d�1 + Z
D(3)
r

~�+1 jr�j2 d�1
1CA (3:10)

is true, in which the constant C3 doesn't depend on �; ; r and �.Proof. Choosing in (3.1) the test function
 (x) =

8><>:
� (x) �2 (x) in D(1)

r� (x) �2 (x) in D(3)
r nGr~� (x) �2 (x) in Dr;
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we'll get that

 Z
D(1)
r

��r�2�� ��1�2d�1 +  Z
D(3)
r nGr

��r�2�� ��1�2d�2 �
� 2 Z

D(1)
r

jr�j jr�j ��d�1 + 2 Z
D(3)
r nGr

jr�j jr�j ��d�2+
+Z

Gr

jr�j jr~�j ~��1�2d�2 + 2Z
Gr

jr�j jr�j ��d�2: (3:11)
All addends in the right hand-side are estimated uniformly by means of Cauchyinequality. For the �rst addend we have
2 Z
D(1)
r

jr�j jr�j ��d�1 � " Z
D(1)
r

jr�j2 ��1�2d�1 + "�1 Z
D(1)
r

�+1 jr�j2 d�1:
At estimation of the second addend in (3.11) in addition we'll use (3.9) and theinequality v(x) � ~v(x); ful�lled at x 2 D(3)

r nGr. As a result, we'll obtainZ
D(3)
r nGr

jr�j jr�j ��d�2 � " Z
D(3)
r nGr

jr�j2 ��1�2d�2+
+"�1(2R)2(�1+�2) Z

D(3)
r

~�+1 jr�j2 d�1:
Further, by virtue of (3.3), (3.9) and construction of the function ~v(x)

 Z
D(3)
r nGr

jr�j jr~�j ~��1�2d�2 � "2
Z
Gr

jr~�j2 ~��1�2d�2+
+"�12

Z
Gr

jr�j2 ~��1�2d�2 � "(2R)2(�1+�2)2
Z
D(1)
r

jr�j2 ~��1�2d�2+
+"�12

Z
Gr

jr�j2 ~��1�2d�2:
After analogous estimation of the last addend and corresponding choice of " we'llcome to (3.10). The lemma is proved.The following assertion is devoted to the estimation of the �rst addend in theright hand side of (3.10).Lemma 3.2. For any  � 1 the inequalityZ

Gr

jr~�j2 ~��1�2d�2 � C4R2(�0��)�
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�
0B@2 Z

D(1)
r

jr�j2 �+1�2d�1 + Z
D(3)
r

~�+1 jr�j2 d�1
1CA : (3:12)

is true, in which the constant C4 doesn't depend on �; �;  and r.Proof. If in (3.4) we'll choose the test function
 (x) = � ~��1 (x) (� � ~�) �2 (x) in Gr0 in BrnGr;then Z

Gr

jr~�j2 ~��1�2d�2 � Z
Gr

jr�j jr~�j ~��1�2d�2+
+Z
Gr

jr�j jr~�j ��~��2�� j� � ~�j �2d�2+
+2Z

Gr

jr�j ��~��1�� j� � ~�j jr�j �d�2: (3:13)
By virtue of (3.3) and (3.9)Z
Gr

jr�j jr~�j ~��2�2d�2 � "2
Z
Gr

jr�j2 ~��1�2d�2 + "�12
Z
Gr

jr~�j2 ~��1�2d�2 �
� "2

Z
Gr

jr�j2 ~��1�2d�2 + "�1 (2R)2(�1+�2)2
Z
D(1)
r

jr�j2 ��1�2d�1: (3:14)
According to (3.4) j� � ~�j � 2~�R�� at x 2 D(3)

r and analogously
Z
Gr

jr�j jr~�j ~��2 j� � ~�j �2d�2 �
� "2

Z
Gr

jr�j2 ~��1�2d�2 + "�14�0R(�0��)22
Z
D(1)
r

jr�j2 ��1�2d�1; (3:15)
Z
Gr

jr�j jr�j ~��1 j� � ~�j �d�2 �
� "2

Z
Gr

jr�j2 ~��1�2d�2 + "�14�0R(�0��)2
Z
D(3)
r

~�+1 jr�j2 d�1: (3:16)
Applying estimations (3.14)-(3.16) in (3.13), after the corresponding choice of "we'll obtain (3.12). The lemma is proved.Lemma 3.3. If 0 < � < �0 and

1 �  � R���0C1; C1 = �12C2C3��1=2 ;
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where C2; C4 are the constants from relations (3.10) and (3.12), respectively, then

the inequality Z
D(1)
r

jr�j2 ��1�2d�1 �

� C5
0B@ Z
D(1)
r

��1 jr�j2 d�1 + Z
D(3)
r

~�+1 jr�j2 d�1
1CA ; (3:17)

holds, in which C5 doesn't depend on �; �;  and r.Proof. Comparing inequalities (3.10) and (3.12), after simple calculation, con-sidering formulated conditions on � and  we'll come to (3.17). The lemma is proved.Proof of theorem 1 follows from lemma 3.3. Since the weight !1 (x) is of Mak-enkhaupt, then0B@ I
D(1)
r

j'j4 d�1
1CA

1=2
� C5r2I

Br

jr'j2 d�1; ' 2 C10 (Br) ; (3:18)
and from evenness of !1 (x) relative to the coordinate straight lines and belongingof the center of the circle Br to the set D(1) it follows that0B@ I

D(1)
r

j'j4 d�1
1CA

1=2
� C5r2 I

D(1)
r

jr'j2 d�1; ' 2 C10 (Br) ; (3:19)
Choosing in (3.17) the patch function � (x) = 1 in B�; jr�j � C (r � �)�1 andusing embedding theorem (3.19), we'll come to the required inequality (3.7). Thelemma is proved.In internal circles Br � D(i); i = 1; 2; 3; 4 inequality of form (3.7), (3.8) holdswithout additional restrictionsons on � and  (see [7]).Lemma 3.2. If Br � D(i); i = 1; 2; 3; 4 then for any  � 1 and 0 < � < r the

inequality0B@I
B�

�2(+1)d�i
1CA

1=2
� C5 ( + 1)2� rr � �

�2 I
Br

�+1d�i; i = 1; 2; 3; 4: (3:20)
holds, with the constant C5 independent on �; ; � and r.Proof. Choosing in (3.1) the test function  (x) = � (x) �2 (x), after simpleestimations we get the inequalityZ

Br

jr�j2 ��1�2d�1 � C5Z
Br

�2(+1) jr�j2 d�1:
Now (3.20) is a corollary of embedding theorem (3.18) and choice of the patchfunction � (x). The lemma is proved.
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x4. H�older property of solutions.At each coordinate half planes weight (1.2) satis�es conditions of theorem 2,formulated in x1. Therefore W -solution and H-solution of equation (1.1) are ofH�older property in Bn f(0; 0)g. In order to reduce the estimation, we need obtainedduring the proof of theorem 2 (see [5]), denote by BR � B an open circle of radiusR with the center on the end of one of the arcs S(1)R or S(3)R and assume

osc fu;BRg = sup
BR

u (x)� inf
BR
u (x) ;

where u (x) is W -solution or H-solution of equation (1.1).There exist the constants C (�1; �2; �1; �2) and � (�1; �2; �1; �2) 2 (0; 1), suchthat ju (x)� u (y)j � C � osc fu;BRg� jx� yjR
�� 8x; y 2 BR:

For subsolutions of � (x) of form (3.2) satisfying condition (3.4) the given estimationtakes the form j� (x)� � (y)j � C � jx� yjR
�� 8x; y 2 BR: (4:1)

Further considerations are devoted to the proof of Mozer estimation for maximumof subsolution of � (x) of form (3.2) on the arcs S(i)R ; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 by the averagevalue of the integrals by the set D(i)
R (see notation (2.2)). For this it is necessary tointegrate relation (3.7), (3.8). However, ordinary scheme of proof here doesn't holdin view of boundedness of (3.6). The suggested method consists in iteration of (3.7)by the sequence of circles with geometric decreasing sequences of radii and allows forthe �nite number of steps, satisfying (3.6) pass to the circle Bx0

r � D(i). After thiswe can use ordinary discussions, based on iteration of inequality (3.21). Importantrole here is a choice of the center x0 of the circle Bx0
r . It is necessary that the pointx0 be su�ciently deleted from the coordinate of straight lines (to satisfy (3.6)) andthe value � (x0) di�er from the maximum of the function � (x) on the arch S(i)R nomore than several times.The following auxiliary assertion allows to choose such a point. Below � (x),where x 2 S(1)R means the distance from x to the part of the boundary D(1), con-sisting of the segments of coordinate straight lines.Statement 1. If � = �=2, where � is a constant then at R � R0 (�; �) thereexists the point x0 2 S(1)R such that

� (x0) � R2 (4:2)
and � (x0) > 1=4sup

S(1)R

�: (4:3)
Proof. The existence of the point x0 is a simple corollary of estimation (4.1).Let M denotes exact upper boundary of � (x) on the arch S(1)R and y0 2 S(1)R be apoint in which � (y0) > M=2. We'll choose � = �=2. If � (y0) < R2, then let's takethe point x0 2 S(1)R distant from y0 for distance 2R2. The elementary calculations
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show that � (x0) � R2 for R � 1=10. Since � (x) � R� , then by virtue of (4.1) choiceof � and the point x0

� (x0) � � (y0)� C � jx0 � y0jR
�� �M=2� CR2� �M=4 at R � R0 (�; �) :

The statement is proved.The analogous assertion is true and in one fourth D(2) of the circle B. In thefollowing lemma it is assumed
� = 1=3min (�; �0) (4:4)

Lemma 4.1. There exists a positive constant R0 (�; �) such that at R � R0 it

holds the inequality

sup
S(i)R

� � C6
0BB@ I
D(i)
R

�2d�i
1CCA

1=2
; i = 1; 2; (4:5)

in which C6 doesn't depend on � and R.Proof. Let's show that (4.5) for i = 1. Let x0 2 S(1)R be a point of 4.1 and Br bea circle with the center in x0. Let's integrate inequality (3.7), (3.8). For i = 0; 1; :::we'll choose the sequence of the circles Bri , where ri = 4�i=�1R and assume in (3.7),(3.8) r = ri; � = ri+1;  + 1 = 2i+1 = �i. As a result we'll have0BB@ I
D(1)
ri+1

��i+1d�1
1CCA

1=2
� C�2i I

D(1)
ri+1

��id�1: (4:6)
According to boundedness of (3.8) the given inequality holds only at the condition2i+1 � C0R���. We need pass to the circle Brj+1 lying in D(1) during the �nitenumber of iterations. Therefore from estimation (4.2) it follows that the unknownnumber j must satisfy the inequalities

R��1=2 � 2j+1 � C1R���0 :
Since � � ��0 � �12 �. 2, then R��1=2 < 4�1C1R���0 at R � R0 (�; �) and theinequality will be ful�lled for j = [log2 (C1R���0)] � 1, where [a] means the entirepart of a. Further, D(1)

rj+1 = Brj+1 and integrating (4.6) for the numbers i = 0; 1; :::; j;as in the proof of lemma 2.1. we'll obtain I
Brj+1

��i+1d�1
!1=�i+1 � C7

 I
D(1)
R

�2d�1
!1=2 : (4:7)

Let's integrate now (3.20). Choosing in (3.20) r = rl; � = rl+1 and  + 1 = �l forthe numbers l = j + 1; j + 2; :::; we'll come to the relation I
Brj+1

��l+1d�1
!1=2 � C7�2l I

Brl

��id�1;
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� (x0) � C7

 I
Brj+1

�j+1d�1
!1=�i+1 :

Now (4.5) follows from (4.7) and (4.3). The lemma is proved.
4.2. Proof of theorem 1. At �rst we'll show that the constriction of W -solution u (x) of equation (1.1) in the �rst quarter D(1) of the circle B is of H�olderproperty in the origin of coordinates. Let's choose as the considered above subso-lution � (x), the function of the form � (x) = ��u (x)� u(1) (0)��1+" ; " > 0, whereu(1) (0) is a trace of u (x) in the origin from the direction of the �rst quarter. Frominequality (4.5) it follows that at R � R (�; �)
sup
S(1)R

ju (x)� u(1) (0) j1+" � C7
 I

D(1)
R

�u (y)� u(1) (0)�2(1+") d�1
!1=2 + C7R� :

The constant C7 doesn't depend on " and passing to limit as "! 0 we'll obtain theestimation
sup
S(1)R

ju (x)� u(1) (0) j � C7
 I

D(1)
R

�u (y)� u(1) (0)�2 d�1
!1=2 + C7R� :

By Hardy inequality (2.4)
sup
S(1)R

ju (x)� u(1) (0) j � C7R�=2�I
D(1)

jruj2 d�1�1=2 + C7R� :
and since � � �0=3 (see (4.4)) then

ju (x)� u(1) (0) j � C7 jxj� at jxj � R0 (�; �) (4:8)
we'll show now the Holder property of u (x) on a part of the boundary @D(1)n@Bconsisting of the segments of coordinate straight lines. As it was noted above thesolution is of H�older property in Bn f(0; 0)g and it is su�cient to mention all dis-cussions around the origin. We'll apply the estimation which we noted above. Since� � �=3 (see (4.4)), then we can write it in the form

ju (x)� u (y)j � C7osc fu;BRg� jx� yjR
�� 8x; y 2 BR; (4:9)

where BR � B is a circle with the center on the coordinate straight line, free fromorigin. Let the points x; y belong to the same coordinate segment jxj � jyj. Usingthe inequality osc fu;BRg � sup
BR

ju (x)� u(1) (0) j � C7R� ;
following from (4.8) and applying (4.9) in the circle BR of radius R = jxj with thecenter at the point x we'll have:

ju (x)� u (y) j � C7 jx� yj� : (4:10)
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If the points x; y belong to di�erent coordinate segments then

ju (x)� u (y)j � ju (x)� u(1) (0) j+ ju (y)� u(1) (0) j;
and again using (4.8) we'll obtain the estimation ju (x)� u (y)j � C7 (jxj� + jyj�)from which the required relation (4.10) follows by the inequality jxj� + jyj� �C7 jx� yj� . Now the unknown H�older property in D(1)n@B is obtained by the ele-mentary \sewing" of H�older property on @D(1)n@B and in D(1). If the limit valuesu (x) in the origin on u(1) (0) and u(2) (0) from the direction of the �rst and thirdquarters don't coincide then the solution satisfying H�older condition in D(1)n@Band @D(2)n@B will be discontinuous in the origin. If u(1) (0) = u(2) (0) then thecorresponding H solution will be of Holder property in �D(1) [D(2)� n@B and therequired assertion follows from the H�older property of solution in the second andfourth quarters of the circle B. The theorem is proved.
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